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Impact of the use of water quality alternative monitoring methods and tools on decision making

Summary
The present report is the last one of the work realized for the French case study within
the WP6 and 7 activities of SWIFT-WFD1 project. It aims at developing a methodology
and examples of local case studies to evaluate the impact of SMETs (Screening
Methods and Emerging Tools) integration on decision making.
It was chosen to develop and quantify impacts SMETs can have on decision making
through an economical evaluation. The analysis of the economical interest of SMETs
integration in local case studies is based on the application of cost-benefits analysis.
The main steps of the methodology are to describe (i) the situation of the information
delivered by SMETs, (ii) the decisions that are taken with this information, (iii) the
impacts this decision has on water quality and (iv) the impacts in economical terms for
water users and environment. As both water quality and confidence of monitoring data
are uncertain, the uncertainty of reaching different situations due to the use of SMETs
and or classical methods was taken into account for the cost-benefit calculation. This
was made based on the Bayesian decision theory which enables to consider different
likely situations associated with a probability to happen.
The first local case study was inspired by the Huningue alarm station. It aims at
detecting any toxic pollution on the Rhine in order to shut a channel door and –thuspreventing contamination of Huningue channel and further waters fed by this channel,
before all the Alsatian aquifer which is the most important drinking water resource in
Alsace. The risk of a severe micropollution is not negligible as the Basel chemical
industries are close upstream. SMETs used are two Biological Early Warning Systems
(Musselmonitor and the Multispecies Fresh Monitor) that detect toxic levels of
pollutions such as hydrocarbons and heavy metals. The economical cost-benefit
analyses balances costs induced by monitoring and avoided environmental costs,
taking into account a 80% chance of pollution detection by SMETs in case of pollution.
Results are given for risks of pollution to occur from 0 to 0,2 for a lower and a upper
estimation on pollution seriousness, stating that above a pollution risk of one small
accident every five year (or a severe accident every 50 years) the integration of
SMETs as an alarm detection is interesting.
The second local study was inspired by the problematic that faces the MerxheimGundolsheim water service because of his contaminated groundwater wells. It aims at
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identifying the main source of pesticides pollution in the water catchment: agricultural
diffuse pollution or urban pollution via the sewage network. Uncertainty on sources
assessment is also considered, for instance agricultural pollution is identified as the
main source, whereas sewage network is the real main source. Results are given for
six scenarios corresponding to two levels of actions and three environmental
damages. Informational benefits of SMETs integration in monitoring for these six
scenarios are very positive.
The results of the cost-benefits analyses suggest in both case-studies a positive
balance of the value of extra-information provided by SMETs integration. Value is
positive but can very much vary in order of scale. It should be stressed that these
results are issued thanks to an important number of assumptions based on local
expertise and that this type of result can only be issued after a collection of knowledge
on the precise local case. Sensitivity analysis shows that balance is sensible to
parameters such as (i) the risk of pollution / source occurrence, (ii) cost induced by
pollution which confirm the need to carefully collect this data. As results are really case
specific and very sensitive to parameters value, extrapolation of results issued in the
present study to other cases and at larger scales, are not possible.
The distributional effects analyses show that SMETs integration in monitoring would
induce non negligible monetary transfers between sectors and water users in the
presented case studies. In particular, in the investigative monitoring context, SMETs
use could help implementing the polluters pay principle by inducing geographical cost
transfers from downstream water users to upstream polluters, with nevertheless a
public support (state is supposed to pay for investigative monitoring).

4
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1. General introduction

The estimation, by monitoring, of the state of the aquatic ecosystems can never
perfectly represent the precision and diversity of water quality parameters. A
considerable uncertainty remains in all cases and is due to (i) sampling (time, space), (ii)
sample preparation, (iii) chemical analysis process and (iv) data interpretation.
This uncertainty in monitoring raises several questions such as the quantification of this
uncertainty and the associated risk to have none representative information. This limit is,
according the type of monitoring; a more or less important concern depending on
implication of monitoring data, i.e. the impact that data has on decisions and the
associated cost. Financial arguments underlie these questions, because reducing
uncertainty often imply increasing costs (increasing information). Practically the
monitoring optimization would consist to design monitoring minimizing costs and
reaching the information objective.
In the WFD framework each network (surveillance, operational or investigative) has a
precise objective which enables, economically speaking, to make a direct link between
network and the uses that are made of them and associated benefits or costs. False risk
assessment may have important consequences such as the implementation of
measures that are not necessary or at the contrary the absence of remediation
measures implementation on polluted water bodies which water quality problems will
remain or even deteriorate and engender costs (surveillance and operational
monitoring). Wrong assessments for the investigative monitoring will imply none efficient
measure implementing and significant associated costs (pollution costs and inefficient
measure costs).
This report aims at the evaluation of the possibility of Screening Methods and Emerging
Tools (SMET) to decrease the uncertainty of water quality assessments by ensuring a
better level of information. SMET include a large diversity of methods and tools (on-site
monitoring, in-situ sensors, laboratory, passive sampling etc.), therefore a selection of
local case studies are proposed in this report to illustrate the impact SMETs can have on
decision making and on associated costs. This report relates work made within the WP6
and WP7 activities of the SWIFT-WFD2 research project.
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2. Material and method

2.1. METHODOLOGY – ASSESSING THE VALUE OF SMETS INFORMATION
The general methodology for is described in the D57 report.
The aim of the following work is to evaluate the interest of SMETs integration in surveys
or networks. The interest is defined by the use of information and associated direct and
indirect costs. The assumption that underlies this work is that SMETs deliver “better
information” (than classical monitoring) on the water quality state. “Better information”
means less uncertainty on the data (spatial and temporal representativity or even low
concentration detection) than with classical monitoring. Less uncertainty is characterized
as inducing more chances to take the “best decision”. The “best decision” would be,
among the set of state possibilities, the decision inducing less costs or maximum
benefits. The value of information is in consequence the quantification of the
benefits induced by the use of SMET in water monitoring for different agents. In
order to enlighten the surplus or information benefit delivered by SMETs (in comparison
with classical methods) the comparison of values between scenarios with classical
methods and scenarios with SMETs or with SMETs and classical methods are made.
Different steps are implemented, first to assess the value of each situation and then to
compare situations between each other (for more details see the methodological D57
report):

3



Definition of two monitoring situations that will be compared (i) a base case
(without SMETS3) and a (ii) SMETs integration case.



Description of the system corresponding to each situation in terms of impact of
information (or of no information): (i) the measures/decisions implemented, (ii)
the reached water quality and (iii) the uses that are made of water. The system is
also described in terms of uncertainty /probability associated to (i) the initial state
of water and to (ii) the efficiency of the measure /decision with regard to reached
water quality. This can be represented by a (decision) tree considering all
possible final situations on water quality (see figure 1).

I.e. with classical monitoring or without any information

Impact of the use of water quality alternative monitoring methods and tools on decision making

INFORMATION
delivred
by SMETs or classical
methods

DECISION
making

STATE of the water =
cost implications
Reality (not known
before decision)
Risk

Risk

Measure / action

No risk

Risk
No risk

Nothing done
No risk

Figure 1: The decision tree enables taking account for uncertainty on the water quality



Quantification of the benefits and costs induced in each situation including (i)
direct costs (measures or decision taken) and (ii) indirect costs (affected water
uses).



Aggregation of total costs-benefits in each case is maid according the Bayesian
formula (Bayesian decision theory; see D57 Report) enabling accounting for
different likely situations having a certain probability to happen (uncertainty)
characterized by different costs.



The comparison of the cost-benefit balances of the base case and the SMETs
integration case. (see Figure 2 (a))



The comparison of this balance to the additional monitoring costs (∆MN see
Figure 2 (b)) generated by the use of SMET, either as an alternative to no
monitoring, as a substitute, or as a complement to classical methods. Benefits of
taking the appropriate decision are expressed by the opposite (avoidance) of the
cost of pollution (wrong decision). The informational benefit or value of additional
information is equal to the difference between benefits from use of SMET
monitoring comparatively to not use them (∆ benefits) and additional cost of
SMET monitoring implementation (∆ MN).



Finally distributional effects are analysed and aim at enlightening which sectors
withdraw benefits and which are those that supports costs of SMETs integration.
This analyse enlighten acceptability of sectors for SMETs application in the given
case.
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(b)

(a)

MN =MoNitoring
Figure 2: Economical cost comparison scheme adopted within the local case studies

2.2. LOCAL CASE STUDIES OVERVIEW
The impact assessment methodology is developed on two cases in the present report.
Both of them were used to develop technical SMETs testing activities (results are
gathered in the D44: “Report of laboratory and field validations of screening
technologies in terms of performance”. Details of cost calculation of these cases are
gathered in the D64/4: “Report on potential application of SMETs-French case study”.
The two case studies are based on real examples located in the Alsace region:
The first case study analyses, in a real context, the interest of SMETs delivering
continuous general information on water quality aiming at detecting alerts on water
quality in order to protect a strategic water resource. The comparison is made between
a base case “no monitoring” and a SMET integration case (Biological Early Warning
Systems). Assessing the avoided damage costs in the SMETs integration case allows
evaluating the benefice of the use of SMETs (in comparison with no monitoring). Only
the situation “pollution occurrence” is characterized by costs, i.e. costs when no pollution
occurs but channel door is closed (wrong alarm-P3) are supposed to have no costs4.

4

Costs of reduced water flow in the channels are neglected although they might be considerable in reality.
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State (not
none)

Pollution
accident

No pollution
accident

Decision

probability

costs

benefits

benefits
and costs
(D)

Channel door
is

P1

-

Avoided
environmental +
use damage (B)

No channel
door closing

P2

Non avoided
environmental +
use damage (B)

Channel door
closing

P3

-

No channel
door closing

P4

-

B-A

-B

-

-

-

Figure 3 Overview on Huningue case study 1

The second case analyses a polluted catchment where uncertainty on the
pollution source can be reduced through the implementation of SMETs, this information
enabling assessing relevant remediation strategies. A base case characterized by the
use of classical methods is compared with a SMETs integration case which enables
increasing the certainty of pollution source assessment and, thereby, increasing the
chance to implement measures on sectors that are responsible for pollution i.e.
implementing efficient measures. In this case studies, the different possible situations
induced by the uncertainty of pollution source assessment are identified (Figure 4) and
their probability to happen is assessed for all possible situations.

State (not
none)

Agricultural
diffuse
pollution

Pollution
sewage
network

via

Decision

probability

costs

benefits

Avoided
environmental
damage (D)

benefits
and costs
(D)

Agricultural
diffuse
pollution

P1

Agricultural
Measures
implementation (AI)

Pollution via
sanitation net

P2

Urban measures
implementation (UI) + non
avoided environmental
damages (D)

-UI-D

Agricultural
diffuse
pollution

P3

Agricultural
Measures
implementation (AI) + non
avoided
environmental
damages (D)

- AI-D

Pollution via
sanitation net

P4

Urban
measures
implementation (UI)

Avoided
environmental
damage (D)

D-AI

D-UI

Figure 4 Overview on merxheim case study 2
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2.3. LOCAL CASE STUDIES DESCRIPTION
2.3.1. Huningue pilot site
The Huningue alarm station is located in the Dreieckland (three border region:
Switzerland, France and Germany) on the left shore of the Rhine just before the uptake
of the Huningue channel. This alarm station has been installed in order to prevent
chemical pollutions coming from the Rhine River to enter the Huningue channel. Water
from the channel may infiltrate into the aquifer and is used for irrigation. The decision of
installing this station was taken after the 1986 Sandoz accident (burning of pesticide
stocks) where waters used to extinguish the fire, highly loaded in organo-phosphorous
pesticides and mercury by-products, had a tremendous impact on the waters
downstream: on the Rhine ecosystem of course but also on the Alsatian aquifer (through
the recharge of the aquifer through the Huningue channel). Pollution passed during
more than 24 hours. The Sandoz company had to pay more than 6 million € after
estimation of damages (for reseewing of fishes, for particulars, fishermen’s, German
water services and to the 110 000 fishermen).
The aim of this station is to warrant good water quality for the uses in the channel and
groundwater uses by preventing accidental pollutions entering the channel through an
automated alarm system that can detect a coming pollution and enable to close the
channel uptake in time in case of pollution.
The station is financed by the Alsace Region and operating is delegated to APRONA
(Association de Protection de la Nappe d’Alsace). The maintenance is done by a private
company (SOGEST). The station comprises a system including various techniques able
to detect nearly all types of pollutions (which does not mean that it determines which
pollutant is present). The alarm is given when thresholds are exceeded. Parameters
analyzed are pH, dissolved oxygen, conductivity, temperature, TOC, zinc, cadmium,
lead, copper, chrome, and general toxicity (through biological systems), analyses are
made every 30 minutes. Samples are stocked for 24 hours in case there would be a
need to analyze a control sample in a laboratory in case of pollution detection. The
budget of the station was 71 500 € / year (for 2004) for maintenance (personal sub
contracting with SOGEST) and supplies for monitoring devices essentially. 60 % of
maintenance time is consumed by the TOC analyzer and the metal analyses devices.
The Fluotox equipment is satisfying.
All types of alerts are given more or less 10 times per year. According to water users in
the channel the closing is carried out 3 times per year minimum. No big incident
happened since 1997 (date of overhauling of the station), the SANDOZ incident (1986)
was by far the severest accident. The main risk is the Basel industrial area upstream of
Huningue, like hydrocarbon pollutions stemming from industry sewage and tank
emptying. Industrial pollution could also occur following failures in industrial processes
and treatment plants. Important flood events result in very heavy organic matter loads in
water which are also harmful for downstream users and ecosystems. Cadmium pollution
would also be a threat for the Huningue channel through waste water treatment plant
disposal (indirectly linked with industrial activity). There is nearly no risk from shipping
accidents because the Rhine is not navigable above Basel.
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Figure 5 From the Huningue station / uptake from the Rhine (right at bottom) to channels
fed by the Huningue channel (sources: Fédération de pêche 68)

2.3.2. The Merxheim-Gundolsheim water catchment
The water catchment of Merxheim-Gundolsheim is one of the most pesticides -polluted
catchment in the Alsatian plain. High levels of pesticides (Atrazine, Diuron and
Simazine) above health code thresholds are detected since 1995. They have obliged the
Merxheim-Gundolsheim water service (Syndicat Intercommunal de Production d’Eau
Potable - SIPEP) to ask for derogation to the health administration in order to be
authorized to continue delivering water to the public. To obtain the derogation the water
service must engage measures to show that efforts are made to remediate to the

15
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pollution: in this framework an animation mission “Mission Eau”, for the protection of the
water resources, was created within the water service. This pollution problematic is
representative from the Alsace piedmont situation, where relatively small Vosges rivers
(but with potential pollution loads due to vineyards activities) infiltrate in the Alsatian
aquifer at the plain level; and, when they are polluted, contribute to the aquifer pollution.
The Figure 4 presents a map localising the water catchments (in light blue) and the
hydrographical network. The action area of the mission is presented in Figure 6 by the
red line and corresponds to the area having a presumed impact on the groundwater
catchment.
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Figure 6 : Localisation of the Guebwiller catchment and surroundings (source: mission
animation eau – SIPEP Merxheim-Gundolsheim)

Several studies were led in the Merxheim-Gundolsheim catchment. A study conducted
by the BRGM5 has shown that during high water level the Lauch River (see its basin in
Lila in Figure 6 is infiltrating in the groundwater and thus may be a non negligible source
of contamination for the water drinking catchment.
The SIPEP mission identified two sources of surface water pollution represented in
Figure 7.
¾
The agricultural practices : charged return–flows from the wine-growing
agricultural slopes are collected in ditches that flow into the Lauch River
¾
Waste water treatment plant rejects of Guebwiller which receives waste water
from urban water use (city of 20000 inhabitants and hospital) and agricultural water use

5

W. Kloppman, M. Chabart, S. Schomburck, P. Elsass (2004) Transfert piémont-nappe dans la région de
Merxheim (Haut-Rhin) –Rapport BRGM RP/52975. 41 pages
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(vineyard tank rinsing among others). Pesticides in collected water come from the
private activities of gardening and chemical clearing of undergrowth. The waste water
treatment plant discharge water in the Lauch River.
Nevertheless, it is difficult to identify exactly the catchment perimeter and the main
source of pollution and the action of the animation mission focuses on inquiring on the
main source of pollution in order to target remediation measures.

Figure 7: Potential pollution source of the water catchment

2.4. DATA
The economic analysis is based on different data sources. The description of the
situation and implication of decisions have been determined with the expertise of local
actors, through interviews and discussions in parallel to the present work. Costs of
monitoring was calculated for the present purpose and based on unitary data collected
by SMETs distributors. Costs of decisions, measures and impacts were taken from
reference data found in literature or calculated for the project purpose. The assessment
of the efficiencies of measures (i.e. the impact of decision in term of water quality) are
whether assumptions or elaborated through a specific hydrologic expertise.
The Huningue case study was build on discussions with the APRONA association which
is in charge of the alarm station. The physical impacts of pollution on the aquifer were
estimated by a specific expertise made by the BRGM Alsace using water quality dilution
data of nitrates and chlorides in the aquifer. Other data from the national statistical
institute (INSEE), Corine land cover and Carthage data are used. Costs of impacts on
different users were assessed by discussions with users when possible and by
assumptions, in the other case. Unity costs were taken from other environmental
economics works or were specifically elaborated.

18
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In the Merxheim case study, the expertise mainly came from the local water service,
which enables to gather data on investments and running costs as well as expertise on
the different potential pollution sources. The costs of measure implementation were
based on unitary costs from Rhine-Meuse Water Agency and dimensioning of measures
implementation was made according agricultural census (RGA) and national statistical
institute (INSEE) data. Assumptions were made about the effectiveness of remediation
measures according the local water service expert.
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3. Results: Impact on decision of SMET use
3.1. CASE STUDY 1 – HUNINGUE ALARM STATION ON THE RHINE
The following described situation is a theoretical one that will be the base for the
following case study. A micro pollution of HAP or heavy metals passing on the Rhine
and entering the Huningue channel is assumed. The possibility of channel closing in
Huningue enables preventing the pollution to enter the channel when the pollution is
detected by the alarm station. The advantage of the alarm station can be quantified as
the damage cost that it prevents in case of pollution.
The different situations analyzed are:
(i)

no pollution passes on the Rhine, users are not affected

(ii)
a pollution affects the Rhine and the channel is closed or not to protect
downstream waters according the existence of the alarm signal which detects the
pollution.
It is assumed that the alarm station is efficient at 80% and that if a pollution passes, in
80% of the cases the detection is made and the damage is avoided. Furthermore the
costs for downstream uses of channel closing (less flow) are supposed to be inexistent6.
The evaluation of the cost of no alarm detection will be made by accounting for impacted
uses from a pollution entering in the Huningue channel.

3.1.1. Monitoring cost calculation
The present figure shows cost calculation results for both analyzed Biological Early
Warning Systems: the Musselmonitor and the Multispecies Fresh Biomonitor, they
enable detecting critical toxicity levels. Costs do not include fixed investment costs for
the station (protective cabin), nor energy costs. (See details of cost calculation in the
D64/4 report.)

one whole year
Musselmonitor

8 968 €

MFB

16 600 €

Figure 8 : Cost of monitoring data : alarm detection system for the Musselmonitor and the
Multispecies Fresh Biomonitor (MFB)

6

which is a strong assumption as in reality the lack of flow in the channel is problematic for the environment
and for the Mulhouse harbor
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3.1.2. Pollution extent assessment (surface and groundwater)
If pollution enters the Huningue channel it will, on surface waters, extend over the
whole channel and contaminate further waters alimented from the Huningue channel.
Surface waters affected from this pollution would be:
- The Huningue channel on all his length (this channel located between Huningue and
Kembs is not navigable),
- The Rhine to Rhone channel which has been refurbished in 1995 and does not
infiltrate much,
- The Ill from May 15th to September 15th, in this period the Rhine to Rhone channel
feeds (“soutien d’étiage”) the Ill river, and the Ill infiltrates into the Alsatian aquifer.
Neuf-Brisach

Flow direction

Ill
Rhin
Canal du Rhin
au Rhône
Canal de la
Hardt
Canal de
Huningue
Mulhouse
Contaminated
Aquifer area

Alarm station

Figure 9 : Hydrological situation

The Geological Survey of Alsace (a BRGM unit) has made an estimation of the extent of
groundwater that could be affected by a pollution passing into the Huningue channel.
This estimation is mainly based on the observation of the nitrate and chloride quality
maps from 1991/1992 (Figure 10).
The Ill is fed from an uptake in the Mulhouse area, and is known to infiltrate into the
aquifer up to an area South of Neuf-Brisach, where it used to dry up in the summer
before the feeding program was implemented. Infiltrations from the Ill dilute chloride
concentrations in the aquifer: this is particularly visible on the chloride quality map North
of Mulhouse and North of Ensisheim (Figure 10 A). The two channels (Hardt and old
Rhine-Rhone channels) are also fed from the main Rhine-Rhone channel. Both
channels are known from flow measurements to leak quite badly. The diluting effects of
these channels on the chloride and on the nitrate quality of groundwater are clearly
visible on the quality maps (Figure 10).
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North of Neuf-Brisach most rivers are draining the aquifer, and we can suppose that the
impact of the infiltration of pollutants will be abated (we assume it will be nil for the rest
of the study). Following these estimations and assumptions, the impact zone from the
channels would be about 85 km² and 43 km² for the Ill River which correspond to a strip
of about 2 km wide.

A - Chloride map, 1991 (Région Alsace)

B - Nitrate map, 1991 (Région Alsace)

Figure 10: Assumed infiltration zones of the Ill and channels fed by the Rhine-Rhone canal.

3.1.3. Quantitative assessment of impacts through monetary assessment:
damage evaluation
For each type of water surface or groundwater a lower and upper assumption for the
time that pollution will remain in the waters is made, this is necessary to assess impacts
on users.

Low assumption

High assumption

Surface waters

3 hours in winter

12 hours in summer

Ground waters

1 week of polluted wells

6 month of polluted wells

Figure 11: Assumptions on pollution time residence in impacted surface and groundwaters

Differences in duration could be due to different pollutant loads according to the
importance of the incident or the leakage, and to the physico-chemical characteristics of
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the pollutants which will influence the dynamics of dilution and diffusion in the surface
waters.
Surface water uses impacted by quality problems
Agriculture and fishery are the main surface water uses considered. There are no
drinking water withdrawals from surface water in the Alsace plain. No industry
withdrawals from surface waters are considered in the present case.

Agriculture
Water from the channel is used for agricultural water uptake, through the Hardt irrigation
channel, Vauban and Rhône to Rhine channel and also from the water uptake that
supports the Ill River (in Mulhouse). Nevertheless in this region irrigation is done only
during a three month period between June and September and concerns only corn
(which is the major crop).
Ö
Low assumption: The pollution occurs in a season without irrigation; or
pollution would have been detected and farmers would know that they have to wait for a
few hours before irrigation. In consequences there won’t be any damage for agriculture
as there is no use of water from agriculture.
Ö
High assumption: Farmers irrigate their corn in summer (once per week as
an assumption); so, if pollution remains 12 hours at a given point (and farmers are not
aware of the pollution), one fifth of the farmers will be concerned with the problem. As it
is a toxic pollution, we suppose that for sanitary reasons (maximizing precaution) the
administration will forbid sale of agricultural products for alimentary destination. Corn will
be valorized to 50% of its alimentary value which represent a 50% loss on gross
margins (1200 € per hectare gross margin for corn in Haut-Rhin). Loss will be 455 000 €
(this cost may be supported by public administrations). We neglect extra-costs due to
soil contamination which could lead to extra cost supported in the following agricultural
campaign.



Fishing activities

The Huningue channel is a second category public water stretch open all year except for
sander and pike (only from May to January). As this channel is very easy to access and
is very rich in fish (carps, roaches, bleaks, breams, perches and pikes) this channel is
much frequented by fishers unless a deficit of red zones. Studies from fishery service
administration (Conseil Supérieur de la Pêche - CSP - 1998, 1999, 2000) confirmed that
Huningue channel has an interest regarding fishery and a potential for fishing white
fishes “au coup”. In the Haut-Rhin department 18 000 fishers are declared. Some fishers
fish only in the Huningue channel, most of them for reason of lack of mobility; these
could not find any equivalent in the near sector. The Ill River has also a high halieutic
and fish interest, revealed through the existence of several fish associations and three
agreements of reciprocity between fisher associations.
Whatever the chemical pollution will be, it is assumed that the sanitary administration
will issue an interdiction of fishing for 1 month on channels and rivers that could have
been concerned. In terms of cost calculation contingent valuation values are used to
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express the cost of the impact of pollution on leisure fishing, as there is in reality no
direct marketable cost following such an incident for fishers7.
Ö
Low assumption: There won’t be any cost because most fishers will find
sufficient other places to go fishing in the region. We neglect the cost for those that have
a low mobility.
Ö
High assumption: If pollution occurs in the main season for fishing and on a
basis that fishers spend 4€ per visit (according to water agency and CSP sources, mean
yearly expense per fisher is 200€ in the Rhine-Meuse district and taking 50 visits per
year per fisher [D4E, 2005]8). As the affected area concerns 4%9 of the fishable area in
the department, only 4% of fishers10 will be concerned for about 4 of their “foreseen”
visits (in one month). Damage cost for fishery is the “loss” induced by the interdiction of
fishing for concerned fishers during one month caused by pollution. The total loss would
be 12 292€.
Another water use on the Huningue channel is the “Parc des Eaux vives” which is an
entertainment park entirely dedicated to the practice of canoe and speed water sports
(no bathing activity). If pollution passes there is no real impact for this activity except an
image problem according to the manager of the park. Furthermore, even if the activities
exclude bathing, canoe practice implies a contact between users and water, which could
have consequences in case of an important pollution. However this impact is not taken
into account for the present cost calculation.



Non-use impacts on surface water

The concerned surface waters feed partly a Natura 2000 site which includes also the
« Parc naturel de la petite Camargue Alsacienne »11 which extends over 904 ha
between the Huningue channel and the Grand Canal d’Alsace. The Natura 2000 site
“Rhin - Ried de l’Andlau” extends over 3855 ha. This large site is one of the 7 Natura
2000 sites of the Rhine vicinity and contributes to the conservation of local species. The
ecological “costs” of pollution would be high for the ecosystem in case pollution would
occur. Indeed the site which is a gathering of wet zones and other natural zones is
directly dependent from the water of the Huningue channel (on 12 km linear) through a
network of water courses (also from the Grand Canal d’Alsace). This area hosts species
which are protected at national level, orchids, a large variety of dragonflies, 174 birds
etc12. Potential damage is not evaluated here.

7 we assume there won’t be any impact on payment of annual fee of about 20€ and on regular expenses of
material and equipment

8 Note that this is still a low estimation, Deronzier and Terra (2006) estimated the value of a visit for a fisher
on the Loir (« a standard water stretch ») between 11 and 13€ (with the transport cost method).

9 Estimation from the prorate of river length affected on the total department river length.
10 Assuming a uniform frequentation of rivers from fishers in the Haut-Rhin department
11 Which also hosts a salmon pisciculture for repopulating the Rhine and it tributaries, but which runs on
groundwater (no affection by a pollution)-Oral communication with M. Kniebely, head of the “Petite
Camargue Alsacienne”
12 More information available on www.petitecamarguealsacienne.com
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Groundwater uses impacted by quality problems
85 km2 beneath the channels and 43 km2 beneath the Ill River would be affected if an
important micro pollution would pass into the channel13. Wells situated downstream
could be affected according to the types of uses. We will neglect here the remaining
impacts and assume residual of pollution under thresholds will have no costs after the
main event is over (1 week for the lower assumption and 6 month for the upper
assumption). We assume that any event of pollution that passes in the channel will be
known so that groundwater users will be aware of this pollution. The time pollution
occurs will depend from the distance between courses and well, it will be comprised
between a few days and one year14.


Drinking water production

Surface waters infiltrate independently from any other activity (pumping for instance),
they will reach the farther point of the contaminated groundwater area after a few month
(mean flow velocity is about 3 m/day in groundwater).

Drinking
wells

water

Figure 12 : Location of potentially contaminated drinking water wells

Main wells in the Hardt plain (concerning the channels) are just located in the perimeter
that will be concerned by pollution. Therefore in case of pollution it will be very difficult
for drinking water suppliers to get unpolluted water from somewhere else.
Eight drinking water wells are affected. One is owned by a drinking water supplier which
has other water sources outside the polluted zone, for this one there won’t be any
consequences if water is polluted for one week. The total population concerned is 22
600 persons (considering population of communities located in distribution units with
polluted wells and data from the “Carthage” database 2006).

13 See impacts of pollution on Groundwaters
14 Accounting for a horizontal groundwater speed of 4m / day and a maximum distance of 700 m between
course and well
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Ö
Low assumption: the water is not drinkable for one week on wells affected by
the infiltration from the channels (there are no water transfers on Ill in winter), as
pollution above threshold are remaining for one week. The strategy adopted by drinking
water supplier is to distribute, for beverage uses, 2 liters of bottled source water
(0,31 €/liter15) per inhabitant. This will represent a cost of 98 000 €.
Ö
High assumption: the water is not drinkable for 6 months. In this case
treatment of water is made with active carbon (extra-cost would be 0,1 € /m3 16). The
whole amount of supplied water is treated. Based on yearly estimated volumes provided
by the water agency for concerned production units it would represent a total cost of
124 750 € for a six month period.


Agriculture irrigation

We assume that the agricultural area obtained by the intersection between the
groundwater area concerned by the pollution and the agricultural land (Corine Land
cover data), extending over 54 km², is 100 % irrigated corn (the nearly only irrigated
crop in the region, in the PRA Hardt 82% of agricultural land is irrigated corn, in the plain
it is 52%). This is not quite true, but on the other hand the Hardt channel feeds a number
of smaller channels used to irrigate a much wider surface area.
Similarly to what was made for assessing the drinking water wells which are polluted,
agriculture wells were superposed with the infiltration zone of the aquifer. 44 wells are
concerned in this area. Estimations of extraction17 per each well are used to assess
impacts.
Ö
Low assumption: the one week pollution occurs in a no irrigation season, so
there won’t be any damage for agriculture.
Ö
High assumption: in this case wells are polluted for 6 months. Nevertheless
the pollution does not reach wells immediately after surface pollution, in consequence
the administration would have the time to take a decision and communicate on the
problem: farmers would know in time that irrigation is forbidden for the whole season
because of contaminated water and risk of product and soil contamination. Therefore
farmers will not be able to irrigate during the whole summer (we assume they are not
able to take water elsewhere). Yields will be a lot less than they would be with irrigation,
before all in the Hardt plain where soils are not deep (and do not hold back water). We
estimate the loss for farmers of about 20 quintals corns per hectare (which is the
difference between an irrigated corn and a non irrigated corn in this region). The mean
price for corn in this region was in 2004 of 14€. The resulting loss will be of 394 000 €.
This cost may be supported by public administrations.



Industries

Affected industries are those that have they own well in the aquifer; others, that are
connected to the public network, do not support the problem as the drinking water
producer takes appropriated measures and potable water is distributed. Here the
15 Chambre de Consommation d’Alsace
16 S. Robichon (2003: Surcoûts supportés par les usagers domestiques du fait des pollutions par les
nitrates et les pesticides.) takes 0, 07€/m3 with a write off of 20 years, which is too much in the present case.
Therefore we increase it by nearly 50%.

17 (Agence de l’eau Rhin-Meuse, 2001)
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assumption that all hotel, restaurants and agri-food industries located in the concerned
communities have their own wells and will be affected by groundwater pollution are
made. Data used are from the SIREN data base (INSEE). Other industries are not
considered.
Ö
Low assumption: Hotel and restaurants as well as agri-food industries have
no quick alternatives to polluted groundwater use and it is estimated that during the one
week pollution they will loose their entire activity turnover. This would represent for 7
days applied to hotel, restaurants and agri-food industry a total of 146 000€ for the
concerned area.
Ö
High assumption: In the present case the assumption is made, that after one
week hotel, restaurants and agri-food industries can connect to other resources such as
the public water drinking network. These extra-cost are not evaluated, only the 146 000€
of one week activity interruption are taken in consideration.
The non-use value of the groundwater pollution could be taken into consideration18, but
here the residual pollution is supposed to be negligible, and no costs are taken into
consideration.

3.1.4. Final evaluation and sensitivity analysis
For each assumption (low and high level of pollution and time of residence), the total
costs are summarized in the following table. The cost of a punctual toxic pollution
entering the Rhine within the assumptions of this study can range between a few
100 000€ (244 000€) for a relatively small accident (few hours of surface water pollution
and one week groundwater pollution up to nearly 1millon € in more severe cases (one
day of surface water and 6 months of groundwater pollution).
Low assumption:
Surface water
Economical activities
Agriculture
Other activities
Fishery - on channels
Fishery - on Ill River
Groundwaters
Economical activities

No irrigation in winter : no impact

0€

No impact : fishers can go elsewhere without extracosts

0€

In winter Ill river is not supported by Huningue channel

0€

Drinking water

Interdiction of use of water from the network for drinking
during 1 week (bottles are provided), just on channels
infiltration

Agriculture

No irrigation in winter : no impact

Industry

Loss of production for hotel/restaurants and alimentary
industries (Turnover loss of one week)
Total

98 084 €
0€
146 216 €
244 300 €
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High assumption:
Surface water
Economical activities
Agriculture
Other activities
Fishery - on channels

Devaluation of products that have been watered with polluted
water

454 775 €

Interdiction of fishing during 1 month on channels

3 987 €

Fishery - on Ill River
Groundwaters
Economical activities

Interdiction of fishing during 1 month on Ill (half year)

8 306 €

Drinking water
Agriculture

Treatment with actif carbon of all water during 6 month
Production loss because irrigation had to be stopped during
the whole campaign

Industry

Loss of production for hotel/restaurants and alimentary
industries (Turnover loss of one week)
Total

124 750 €
394 390 €
146 216 €
986 208 €

In order to integrate this damage cost within the general scheme of this study and
assess the comparison of cost of each situation, damage cost should be weighted by
the frequency one accident occurs on the Rhine, to have the yearly mean damage cost.
As this frequency is difficult to estimate the cost balance between the situations “with
SMETs” and “no alarm system” is represented on the Figure 13 for different frequencies
of accidents. This calculation assumes that alarm system has an 80% reliability (in 20%
of the cases the alarm system does not detect any pollution event if there is one). It
indicates that having an alarm system for about 16 000€ per year (Multispecies Fresh
Biomonitor) is economically interesting from a risk of pollution of one of ten years (for a
small pollution accident i.e. lower damage estimation) to a really low risk of pollution one
year out of 50 years (for a severe accident i.e. upper damage estimation cost).
Nevertheless cost of monitoring are underestimated (no consideration of the fixed cabin
cost) and the environmental costs of damage are very difficult to assess completely and
the estimations are only willing to give an order of magnitude.
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230 000 €

180 000 €

130 000 €

80 000 €

30 000 €

0
-20 000 €

0,1

0,2

Risk of pollution per year (probability)
Balance (lower estimation)
Monitoring cost ETs (low est.)
Cost of damage when no monitoring : pollution cost (lower est.)
Balance (upper estimation)
Monitoring cost (upper est.)
Cost of damage when no monitoring : pollution cost (upper est.)

Figure 13 : Economical balance between “SMETs integration case: alarm devices” and “no alarm
devices” according the risk that a pollution occurs

This case study shows that the interest of investing in an alarm system really depends
from the type of environment and the state of the water: here the risk of pollution, which
could be estimated according historical experience and technological progresses.
Nevertheless other than economical criteria are and should be taken into consideration
such as for instance the precaution principle that would state to implement an alarm
station even is it not clearly economically interesting.

3.2. CASE STUDY 2 – MERXHEIM-GUNDOLSHEIM CATCHMENT
In the Merxheim case study, the aim of the monitoring is to quantify the impact of the
different pollution sources and to investigate the impact of the waste water treatment
plant (WWTP). It is assumed that waste water treatment plant is a factor of pollution
concentration in the rivers.
The monitoring objectives are (i) to evaluate the average concentration of pesticides
detected in the different potential sources and to compare them with the average
concentration in groundwater at the proximity of the water catchment; (ii) to investigate
and estimate the relative background concentrations of a wide range of pesticides (on
the basis of the list of pesticides in use in the Lauch river basin, which is adapted from
the SIRIS list) as well as pharmaceuticals in the effluent of the WWTP. That
corresponds to WFD investigative monitoring (Figure 14) which aim is to have better
knowledge about the sources of pollution. The function is to provide for detection of the
full range of potential impacts (I1).
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Figure 14 : functions corresponding to the WFD investigative monitoring (from function matrix)
Investigative monitoring (as laid down in Annex V 1.3.3 WFD):
Assess causes of water bodies failing to Provide for detection of the full range of potential I 1
achieve environmental objectives where the impacts
reason for failure has not been identified
Obtain an adequate knowledge of the types and I 2
range of variability of conditions in water bodies
Assess the magnitude and impacts of accidental I 3
pollution

3.2.1. Definition of the base case and the scenario case
A monitoring experiment was conducted in 2006. It has been led in five sites (Figure 15):
(i) the ditch collecting the run off from vineyard fields (ESU 9), (ii) the groundwater
(water catchment) (ESO7), (iii) the upstream of the waste water treatment plan (ESU3),
(iv) the downstream of waste water treatment plan (ESU4), (v) the waste water
treatment plan effluent (RESO7).

Figure 15: Map of the catchment and monitoring points



The base case “without SMETs”

The classical monitoring was based on two spot samplings at the fitting and the remove
time of emerging tools, in the five sites followed by lab analyses. Water samplings were
collected in glasses bottles to avoid pesticides degradation. Pesticides were quantified
by standardized methods: extraction of the organic compounds from water by an organic
solvent (hexane or dichloromethane) and separation by gas chromatography by using
detectors specific to each studied family. The identification and the quantification of the
molecules were confirmed by a chromatography on column or mass spectrometry.


The SMETS integration scenario case

The scenario case is based on the use of emerging tools in the five same sites; two
types of tools were used:
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Portable instruments: multiparameter probe YSI for in situ measurements of
physico-chemical parameters were used twice: at the installing and the removal of
passive samplers.
Passives samplers: polar chemcatchers were deployed for 3 weeks in triplicates
on each points

3.2.2. Monitoring cost calculation
Details of cost calculation are provided in the D64/4 French case study report.
Monitoring based on SMETs and monitoring based on classical methods settled in
Merxheim area in 2006 have around the same cost (near 3000 euros) (see Table 3).
Then the difference between classical monitoring scenario and scenario with (classical
and SMET) is 2977 euros.

Classical monitoring
Description

Monitoring based on SMETs

5 sites, 40 euros for travelling expenses
2 samplings and 2 analyses
per sites :

12 uses of multiparameter probe
per year
1 use of 3 PS per year

Total costs (euros)

3207.3

2977.3

Table 1: Comparison of the monitoring costs

3.2.3. Qualitative impact on decision


Information from the different cases

Base case allows identifying concentrations of pesticides in the five sites for two dates
called d1 and d2. The concentrations are representative of the medium state at the
moment of the sampling and then notably depend on the agricultural and urban
treatments (when are they use and in which quantity?) and rain: by assuming that main
pesticides treatments take place between d1 and d2, concentration in d2 can show
significant concentration of pesticides or not, according that sampling is made before,
during or after the rainfall (see Figure 16).
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Concentration

Concentration
rain

rain
treatments

treatments

Time

d2

d1

Time

d2

d1

Figure 16: Two different types of monitoring results according monitoring dates (blue dots are
spot sampling monitoring dates)

The SMETs integration scenario case allows identifying mean concentration of
pesticides accumulated on the passive sampler during the protocol time. Mean
concentration is calculated in function of the pesticides quantity accumulated on the
passive sampler, mean river flow rate and characteristic constant of the focused
pollutant. Then, passive samplers allow giving a concentration taking into account for
the instantaneous concentrations variations during the protocol time (see Table 3).
In both cases, type of the information is the same (i.e. pesticides concentration) but
uncertainty about this information is much higher for the base case than for the scenario
case. This case study will assess the impact of this uncertainty difference by exploring
and quantifying what will be impacted from monitoring assessment.

Focus on the complementary of classical and SMET’s monitoring information
Note that the mean pesticides concentration value in the SMETs integration scenario is
not comparable to the concentrations values in the base case. It appears that both types
of information are necessary to identify temporal variation of concentrations. For
theoretical situations: concentrations from classical sampling can be lower than mean
concentration, whereas one or two peaks of pollution took place during the protocol
period (Figure 14 a and b) or they can be higher because the two peaks of pollution took
place at the sampling time (Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable. c). In the cases a
and b, knowing that instantaneous concentrations are lower than the mean
concentration allows to identify at least one concentration increasing. In the case c,
knowing that mean concentration is lower than the instantaneous concentrations allows
to identify at least one decreasing of the pesticides concentration.
Concentration

a

Concentration

b
Mean concentration

Concentration

c
Mean concentration

Mean concentration
Time

Figure 17 :Theoretical cases: illustration of differences between spot sampling results
and passive sampling results
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3.2.4. Impacts of information in the different cases: definition of measures
scenarios
We consider two measures scenarios (MS):
MS1: Targeted measures are decided in both cases (base case and SMETs integration
case).
For diffuse pollution, targeted measures are the implementation of herbaceous
covers in the vineyard and buffer zones, and weeding changes (chemical to mixed
practice with mechanical weeding) by farmers (measures A).
For local pollution from the urban areas, measures are an application of a
weeding program for the cities and agricultural risk reduction actions in farms (measures
B).
MS2: Different measures are decided in the base case and in the scenario case:
In the base case, it is supposed that it is not possible to implement targeted
measures; then, only heightening actors’ awareness is engaged. Actors are various:
farmers, private gardeners, green spaces managers in the cities, etc.
In the SMETs integration case, SMET monitoring, in complement to classical
monitoring, allows identifying the main origin of pollution. Targeted measures for diffuse
or local pollution are decided and engaged in addition to the base case actions.

Classical monitoring
MS 1
MS 2

Classical monitoring and SMETs

Targeted measures A and B
Heightening actors awareness

Targeted measures A and B

It is assumed that decided measures are effectively implemented.

3.2.5. Impacts of the pollution: definition of pollution scenario level
Pesticides pollution of the water catchment can have different levels of impacts on water
service management and users:

Derogation can be obtained by the water service to continue to use water but
animation mission is then engaged in order to decrease pesticides pollution in the
groundwater. This mission objective is based on the heightening actors’ awareness.


The catchment can be closed and connect to another water catchment.

A part of the population stops to drink tap water and buys bottled water. The part of the
population varies according to the health risk perception. We can assume that the part
of the population is higher in case of derogation than in case of connection to another
water catchment.
Pollution of groundwater has also impacts on non use value of groundwater i.e.
patrimonial value of groundwater. As groundwater pollution comes from pollution of
surface water, impacts of surface pollution could be taken into account. It would concern
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changes in leisure activities like fishing, swim or economical activities like agriculture
and upsetting of biodiversity in the rivers etc.

3.2.6. Quantitative assessment of impacts through monetary assessment


Cost of measures implementation

The costs of measure implementation come from a study conducted by the BRGM in the
Rhine-Meuse district on the unitary cost of measures for reducing organic pollution.
(Hérivaux et al. 2005)

The herbaceous cover in the vineyard and buffer zone costs 100 euros per
hectare per year. Weeding change costs 36 euros per hectare and per year. We
consider that each action concerns 100 hectares. Cost of targeted measures for diffuse
pollution is equal to 13 659 euros.

Implementation of a weeding program for the cities cost 12 000 euros per
commune. Agricultural risk reduction actions in farms cost 10 800 per farm. We consider
30 farms in the zone. Cost of targeted measures for local pollution from urban zone is
equal to 34 800 euros.
Cost of heightening actors’ awareness is not taken into account at this stage. Indeed,
this measure is the base of the cost of the pollution damaged.


Benefits from the different pollution scenarios

To evaluate the benefits from application of measures, the avoidance cost method is
used. Costs of actions undertaken to prevent or mitigate the adverse effects of pollution
are assessed. Benefits represent the avoided costs in case of pollution reduction.
Different pollution cost scenarios (PCS) are considered:
- PCS 1: Derogation is obtained and animation mission is performed
- PCS 2: Derogation is obtained, animation mission is performed and 70% of the
population buys bottled water.
- PCS 3: Water catchment is connected to another non polluted water catchment,
animation mission is performed and the part of population buying water bottles is lower
than in the scenario 2 (62%).
Costs of pollution are assessed for 5 years. We consider that pollution is digressive
each year in case of targeted measures implementation. The decrease rate of pollution
is supposed to be equal to 40% each year. Avoided pollution costs are considered
proportionally increasing to the pollution decreasing. Costs of pollution are constant in
case of heightening actors’ awareness.
Derogation and animation mission cost 76 500 euros what represent animator salary
and charges (47 500) and the subventions (29 000) (Syndicat Intercommunal de
Production d’Eau potable (SIPEP) de Merxheim-Gundolsheim, 2006). To calculate cost
of water bottles buying, we consider that people drink 1.5 liters per day and that one liter
cost 0.6 euros (Rinaudo et al., 2004). According to the INSEE census of population,
population of both communes concerned by the water catchment is equal to 1752
inhabitants. Then, if 70% of the population buys water in bottles during one year, the
cost is equal to 402 872 euros and if 62% of the population buys water in bottles during
a year cost is equal to 354 527 euros. Connection of the water catchment to Guebwiller
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water catchment (1820m of interconnection) would cost around 200 000 euros of
investment which is depreciated for 20 years.
Cost of pollution for each pollution cost scenario (PCS) is then estimated and the cost
calculation for five years is made according to the measures scenario (MS):

Table 2: Calculation of scenarios costs



Combining impacts of both cases

Three scenarios of pollution impacts (PCS1, PCS2, PCS3) and two scenarios of
measures to implement (MS1, MS2) are considered. Then, six scenarios are assessed:
MS1PCS1, MS1PCS2, MS1PCS3, MS2PCS1, MS2PCS2, and MS2PCS3.
In MS1, comparison is made between classical monitoring and classical monitoring +
SMET monitoring in case of targeted measures applications whereas in MS2,
comparison is made between classical monitoring implying just actions for heightening
actors’ awareness and classical monitoring + SMET monitoring implying targeted
measures applications.
The possible situations suitable for both monitoring (classical and classical +SMET) are:
“origin of pollution is assessed as agricultural diffuse whereas origin is well
diffuse ”
-

“origin of pollution is assessed as urban localised whereas origin is well diffuse”

“origin of pollution is assessed as urban localised whereas origin is well urban
localised”
“origin of pollution is assessed as agricultural diffuse whereas origin is well urban
localised”
We assumed that main origin of pollution can be agricultural diffuse or urban punctual in
an equivalent way. Probability for each is then fixed to 0.5 (Table 5). Probabilities of
good identification of main pollution source are then fixed for each monitoring scenario.
For classical monitoring, probabilities are fixed to 0.5 if main pollution is diffuse pollution
and 0.6 if pollution comes from urban pollution. Indeed, we assume that the probability is
higher for urban pollution because one pesticide is specific to urban use (diuron)
whereas others pesticides (atrazine, simazine) should be found in all sites. The same
assumption is applied for monitoring based on classical and SMETs. Then in this case,
as the probability of good identification is better, probabilities are fixed to 0.7 in case of
diffuse pollution and 0.9 in case of urban pollution. Lastly, probability of each possible
situation is calculated.
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Probability of
good
identification
by
Probability of
each
situation

Real water state

Diffuse pollution

Urban pollution

Probability of happening

0.5

0.5

Diffuse
pollution

Urban
pollution

Diffuse
pollution

Urban
pollution

Classical monitoring method

0.5

0.5

0.4

0.6

SMET + classical monitoring
method

0.7

0.3

0.1

0.9

Classical monitoring method

0.25

0.25

0.2

0.3

SMET + classical monitoring
method

0.35

0.15

0.05

0.45

Table 3: Assessing probabilities of each case

In some possible situations, required environmental actions take place whereas in
others, not required environmental actions take place. Characteristics of all situations
are sum up in Annex 1. Costs and benefits of each situation are assessed and then the
difference between them (D). Bayesian formula allows determining global benefits (GB)
for each case (base case and scenario case)) (Annex 1):
GB (base case) = D(Ө, base case)*p(Ө)*p(I/Ө)/ sum ( p(Ө)*p(I/Ө))
GB (scenario case) = D(Ө, scenario case)*p(Ө)*p(I/Ө)/ sum ( p(Ө)*p(I/Ө))
And benefit from SMET use (∆ benefit) is then assessed by:
∆ benefit = GB (scenario case) – GB (base case)
Supplemental cost of SMET monitoring implementation (∆ MN) represents around 3000
euros (see § 3.3).
Figure 18 presents the informational benefits (∆ benefit - ∆ MN) for the six scenarios
(MSi-PCSj). All are positive: according assumptions on the cost of avoided damages
and base case, use of SMET monitoring brings gain at minimum of 89 000 euros (MS1 –
PCS1) and at maximum to 2 200 000 euros. Informational benefit is more important
when targeted measures are compared to heightening public awareness (order of size is
of 1 000 000 euros). It is coherent with assumptions made about effectiveness of this
type of actions.
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Inf o rm a t io na l be ne f it
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Figure 18 Informational benefits according scenarios

Informational benefit is also sensitive to others parameters. For example, for MS1PCS1, that is sensitive to probability that pollution comes from one source rather than
one other. If probability is equal to 0 or 1, informational benefit to use SMET is negative
(Figure 19). It achieves a maximum when probability is equal to 0.6 i.e. when uncertainty
about pollution origin is near to maximum. Curve is not symmetric because of
probabilities of good determination of pollution origin by monitoring (monitoring
accuracy) is not symmetric too.
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Figure 19
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Informational benefit is also sensitive to others parameters. For example, for MS1PCS1, that is sensitive to probability that pollution comes from one source rather than
one other. If probability is equal to 0 or 1, informational benefit to use SMET is negative
(Figure 20). It achieves a maximum when probability is equal to 0.6 i.e. when uncertainty
about pollution origin is near to maximum. Curve is not symmetric because of
probabilities of good determination of pollution origin by monitoring (monitoring
accuracy) is not symmetric too.
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1
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-100000
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Figure 20

Informational benefit is also strongly conditioned by the monitoring accuracy. For
example, for MS1- PCS1 scenario, benefit becomes positive for a monitoring accuracy
superior or equal to 0.5. This logical result participates to validation of our results.
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4. Synthesis of impacts assessment in country
and distributional effects

4.1. DISTRIBUTIONAL EFFECTS
Distributional effects point out the distribution shift of cost and benefits between
economic actors after a change in a given situation. SMETs integration in monitoring
induces positive or / and negative impacts on individuals and groups regarding the initial
situation. The analyses of those changes enable evaluating the likely acceptability of
those changes according actors.
Among impacts induced by SMET use, the main identified is the possibility to implement
more appropriated measures, with the assumptions that SMETs (i) provide better
information and (ii) are used in complement of classical monitoring. In the case of
polluters pay principle application, the transfers of costs between actors would
correspond to transfer the environmental costs supported by water users (and
environment that loose its value) to the pollution responsible.
More actors might be supposed to bear responsibilities (cost) with regard to their
contribution to the pollution of water quality and some sectors will then pay less and
withdraw benefits from the better pollution assessment (water users after water quality
restoration). State or in general public funds might also be higher as public organism will
(i) make the monitoring (associated costs) and (ii) implement the measures and even (iii)
support the costs of measure implementation.
Three levels affected by a new repartition of cost and benefits might be analysed:
 (a) monitoring market (SMETs developing companies, laboratories etc)
 (b) Measure implementation (state agencies, consultancy etc)
 (c) Improving of the water quality (water users, state)
Two aspects are important to take into account in the distributional effects analysis:
• Time plays an important role while analysing distributional effects (on levels (b) and
(c)): Measures are taken several years before problems get remediate or lessen. There
is here an important link with the efficiency that could be determinate by the response
time before one measure turns into a significant result. First investments (measures
implementation) are, thus, often preceding benefits (remediation of pollution) for water
users and environment. Discounting rate used in the economical calculation could play a
significant impact on distributional effects.
• Geographical aspects should also be considered (level (b) and (c)). The increase of
knowledge on water quality and sources of pollution might transfer costs from
downstream water users (that bear cost of a polluted water) to upstream actors
responsible of discharges and pollution. According the river basin geography and
hydrology this could induce significant shifts of costs between an urban region (supports
cost of nitrate and pesticides in water) and a rural region (that will have to implement and
bear cost of measures). Transboundary contamination that could be targeted with
SMETs could also induce significant country shifts from downstream cost support to
upstream cost support. Precisely in the Rhine district it might correspond to new costs
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for upstream countries (France, Switzerland, Austria) and less to downstream users
(Germany, Netherland) if quality is improved.
The Figure 21 illustrates the costs according different sectors, accounting for public
funds, water users and polluters in the case of the SMETs implementation for the
investigative monitoring as enabling targeting the sources / those responsible for
pollution and then determination of targeted programs of measures.

Figure 21 Costs distribution following SMETs integration for investigative monitoring and (i) time
delay between costs and benefits induce by the use of SMETs (ii) geographical likely implication
(downstream users’ benefits and upstream costs)

Note that distributional effects are linked to acceptability of the change. Distributional
effects analysis allows identifying what actors (state, water users and polluters) win and
loose. The change is as better accepted as it implies that maximum people are winners
or that repartition is equitable - knowing that equity can be analysed in function of
different criteria: territory equity, equality of chance, social equity… (Glachant and
Bureau, 2004)
The Figure 22 aims at summarizing distributional effects of SMETs that could be
relevant for the French case studies.
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Who bears the costs?

Expenses - Costs
What type of costs?

Benefits
Who bears the benefits? (type of services-benefits)

Direct distributional effects concerning SMETs market
Stakeholders (mainly state,
eventually industrials getting
equipped with SMETs)

Acquisition of
Investments)

SMETs

material

(

Subcontracting of analyses by SMETs
(Recurrent cost)

From stakeholders to SMETs developers (in case of substitution from labs to SMETs developers)

From stakeholders to SMETs developers with the intermediate of SMETs using companies
(subcontracting)

Indirect distributional effects concerning the implementation of measures (might be slightly delayed in time)
direct benefits from the measure
implementation
State / Stakeholder of the
information

( Punctual cost)
Interpretation of monitoring information
to action plan : making the program of
measure

State / Local communities

( Investments and recurrent costs )
Implementation of (i) targeted program
of measures (financial help) or (ii)
general program of measures

Water users / polluters

(Investments and recurrent costs)

Industries, agriculture, cities,
population (waste water…)

Implementation of targeted program of
measures

Internal activities or
consultancy companies

subcontracting

indirect benefits -Environmental and socioeconomic benefits of water reclamation
to
(delayed in time ~ response-time of the measure)

(More and complex information to analyse)
Benefits correspond to avoid damages
-Consultancies
Associations
teaching)

/ Service companies /
(communication
actions,

-Water users with quality requirements
Drinking water production

-Building industry, town and country planning
companies (infrastructure, ditches, roads, cities
…)

Industries

-Building / planning industry
industry: construction etc.)

Population (drinking water, fishery, recreation etc. )

(agriculture,

-Companies that develop environmental Best
Available Techniques enabling increasing
environmental
capacity
of
industries/companies

Agriculture

-Environment
And eventually neighbour countries water users
(transboundary basin)

-State (taxes, fees, levies income) and likely,
capacities to reinvest in environment
( Recurrent costs )
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Incentives (economical i.e. levies, taxes,
etc. or regulation i.e. norms…)

-Local communities (local taxes …) and likely,
capacities to reinvest in environment

Figure 22 : Costs and benefits distribution for SMETs integration
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4.2. SYNTHESIS OF CASE STUDY 1 HUNINGUE ALARM STATION


Synthesis table

Case
1:
Huningue

Proposed
monitoring

Knowledge
from
proposed
monitoring

Decisions
taken

Impacts, costs,
benefits

Incrementa
l impact

Sensitivity
analysis

-pollution, when
occurs, affects
channel
water
uses
Base case

Scenario 1

No
monitoring

Alarm
station with
Biological
Early
Warning
Systems

None

Detection of
toxic pollution
levels (heavy
metals,
hydrocarbons
…) on the
Rhine

None

-costs are use
privation
(drinking water,
agriculture,
industries
fisheries)
-safeguarding of
water quality if
channel
is
closed

Channel
closing

-negligible
reaction
costs
(channel
closing)

Depend
Benefits
:
avoided
costs
of
pollution
privation
use)

- from
the
risk of toxic
pollution
- -from the
economical
weight
of
water use in
the area

Figure 23 Synthesis of the case study 1



Distributional effects

The Huningue alarm station is completely different in terms of distributional effects as
those mentioned previously for the French case study (part 6.1).
The following scheme illustrates the shifts of costs between different sectors induced by the
implementation / existence of the Huningue station. Before the existence of this station,
pollutions occasionally enters the Huningue channel and pollutes both surface and
groundwater and induce costs for these downstream users, globally the users support the
cost of a pollution for which they are not responsible and those that are responsible are the
upstream industries and waste water treatment plants. The implementation of the alarm
station is a public investment (water agency and region Alsace community) that has an
immediate effect on the water quality downstream (response time of the measure is near to
0 for upstream water users in case of accident): this corresponds to a transfer from the state
to the downstream water users. The polluters are not affected by any distributional effect
and still do not support any costs. Geographically speaking costs are still supported by
downstream actors (here France even if sources are emitted by Switzerland), but the
balance is for the geographical sector, nevertheless positive (from a risk of pollution of one
small accident every ten years).
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Base case

SMETs case

SMETs advantage
(SMETs.caseBase.case)

60000
40000

€

20000
0
-20000
-40000

Public investment
Water users

-60000
-80000

Environment
SMETs companies
Total

Figure 24: Costs (-) and benefits (in comparison without alarm station) supported by sectors
corresponding to a simulation of a small pollution incident every 5 year (lower estimations of the cost
calculation see part 5)
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4.3. SYNTHESIS OF THE CASE STUDY 2 : MERXHEIM-GUNDOLSHEIM
CATCHMENT


Synthesis table

Case 2:
Merxheim

Base case

Knowledg
e from
proposed
monitorin
g

Proposed
monitoring

Classical
monitoring:
sampling and
laboratory
analyses

Water
quality in
different
sites and
main
pollution
source
with
uncertainty

Decisions
taken

Targeted
measures for
agricultural
diffuse
pollution or
local
pollution from
the urban
areas
Or
Heightening
public
awareness

Impacts,
costs,
benefits

Incrementa
l impact

Sensitivity
analysis

Costs:
Measures
implementation
and non
avoided
environmental
damages when
unnecessary
measures are
implemented.
Depends on

Scenario 1

Classical
monitoring:
sampling and
laboratory
analyses +
multiparamet
er probe,
passive
samplers in
triplicate

Main
pollution
source
with less
uncertainty

Targeted
measures

Benefits:
avoided
environmental
damages when
required
measures are
implemented.

Pollution of
catchment
by pesticide
is effectively
decreased
with a
higher
probability
of success.

- the assumed
probability of
pollution origin
- the monitoring
accuracy
- Others
parameters
(number of
farmers, costs of
measures
implementation
etc.)

Figure 25 : Synthesis of case study 2



Distributional effects

The Merxheim case illustrates the polluters pay principle application: knowing the main
pollution source allows implementing target measures on the main polluters. Nevertheless,
results of distributional effects analysis have to be considered carefully, just as a didactic
example, because several assumptions on potential transfers between water users has
been made.
The Figure 26 illustrates the repartition of costs between different sectors involved in the
problem of Merxheim water catchment pollution. Pollution cost scenario 2 is considered in
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this example (water production derogation is obtained but 70% of population buy bottle
water) Before the SMETs integration in the monitoring, pollution is supported by public
investment (regional administration and State via water agency for one part), water users via
water agency royalties, water producer and population who have to buy water at a higher
price (interconnections). The identification of the main pollution source could lead to targeted
measures implementation. Assume that pollution is reduced and that mainly came from the
urban via the sewage network. Then, measures were focused on the districts (weeding
program implementation) and the farmers (agricultural risk reduction actions inside farms).
Weeding program would have been financed by inhabitants of districts and districts budget.
Risk reduction in farms would have been financed by public investment, water agency and
farmers. Inhabitants support a cost to also change their individual weeding practices.
The most winner actors are the inhabitants, water producer and regional administration.
Water agency is the looser actor. That should induce to analyse origin of water agency
budget in order to make repartition of water agency costs on the water users.
50000

Base case

40000

SMET integration
in monitoring

∆ = transfers

30000
20000

State

euros

10000

Regional administration
Water Agency

0
-10000

1

2

-20000
-30000

3

water producer
farmers
districts
inhabitants

-40000
-50000
-60000

Figure 26: repartition of costs among the different actors involved in the Merxheim water quality
problem-

4.4. OTHER TYPES OF IMPACTS
As SMETs can be used in a large variety of cases and situation (see D64/4) it is difficult to
have a general overview of what would be the impact of those methods and tools at a basin
level. The choice was to assess the impacts of the use of these tools in two precise cases
where information delivered by SMETs is really different than what could achieve classical
monitoring and to evaluate these impacts in economical terms. This is rather limited and
several other impacts are identified from more or different information in the French case
study (workshops and interviews)
Over the WFD process or general quality statement of water bodies, information of SMETs
could be used by different actors for different objectives:
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Data can be used as litigation arguments: there, impacts of data can be very
important, costs will be site and case specific



Data can be used in polluted site management and can orient decisions of
exploitation: economical impacts are considerable in this case (well boring,
decontamination …) and also delay of exploitation of any sites and its economical
implications.



Data can be used by water suppliers that ensure a quality level with their
measurements which among other justify the price of the water.



Data can be used by industrials to manage and optimise their production processes.
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5. Conclusion

The present report is the last one of the work on French case study of WP6 and 7 activities.
It aims at developing a methodology and examples of local case studies on the impact of
SMETs integration on decision making. Impact on decision really depends on the context for
which SMETs would be used and on the aim of their integration. Therefore the analyses are
based on two different case studies, based on real problematic within the Rhine district. The
analyses are based on the application of cost-benefits analysis with the integration of the
Bayesian theory for the calculation of benefits. Bayesian theory enables considering
uncertainty of possible situations occurrence and confidence of information delivered by
monitoring systems.
The results of the cost-benefits analyses suggest in both case-studies a positive balance of
the value of extra-information provided by SMETs integration. It should be stressed that
these results are issued with an important number of assumptions based on local expertise
and that this type of result can only be issued after a collection of knowledge on the precise
local cases. Sensitivity analysis shows that balance is sensible to parameters such as (i) the
risk of pollution / source occurrence, (ii) cost induced by pollution which confirm the need to
carefully collect this data. As results are really case specific and very sensitive to parameters
value, extrapolation of results issued in the present study to other cases and at larger
scales, that would induce simplification, could not be made.
The approach developed is producing cost – benefits criterias, which enable stating whether
the information delivered by SMETs is valuable enough in a given situation. It presents some
drawbacks:
-

In the approach, decisions that induce water quality improvements are considered as
a direct result of monitoring data analysis. But decisions are in reality submitted to
more processes and information than just monitoring information: quality
assessments are confronted to field expertise, political or ethical drivers, regulations
etc. that might reduce the value of information regarding the final decision.

-

The evaluation of the real quantity of benefits that data is providing and will provide in
the future is impossible, because data is public and very different type of uses can be
made of it. Often it is not possible to foresee the benefits that one environmental
assessment is likely to provide in the future. The huge positive externality effects of
information characterize any type of information.

-

There might be a more political or ethical barrier to accept the present approach as
the criteria is only an economical driver (cost and benefits comparison), although if
none marketable goods (fishers value for fishing for instance) were accounted for.
The remark that it was not possible to decide the monitoring program on costbenefits criteria’s, was once clearly expressed by a representative of the ministry of
ecology. This would not be acceptable.
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Annex 1 Overview of benefit calculation from
Merxheim case study 2
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Annex 2 Detail of calculation of informational
benefit for MS1- PCS1 case
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